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We are happy to launch our Yatra Art and Culture Foundation Newsletter. Through this,
we take immense pleasure in sharing our activities every month. In the month of May 2022,
we conducted various Art classes and summer camps for the children.
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CLAY WORK CLASS

VIDEO SHOW FOR CHILDREN

The children created beautiful clay
sculptures with their own hands. This
not only made them happy, but also
boosted their self esteem and gave a
feeling of accomplishment.

A movie was screened at Yatra for the
children after which they gave their
feedback about the ﬁlm. They enjoyed
watching the ﬁlm together.

DRAMA CLASS

Theatre exercises were conducted
by our Director Yatra Srinivassan
during the drama classes at Yatra.
The children expressed their unique
imagination through acting while
building conﬁdence and creative
thinking.
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SUMMER INCLUSIVE CAMP
Disability is never a barrier to talent and creativity. Satya Special School and Yatra Art &
Culture Foundation collaborated together to discover the hidden talents of children with
disabilities through a four day inclusive summer camp. Here is the fruitful result
accomplished by the children.
Day 1

Day 2

Yatra children went to Satya special school
on ﬁrst two days. They had drama, painting
and music sessions together

Day 3

Day 4

The last two days of summer camp held at
Yatra. They enjoyed the theatre exercises,
painting, crafts, and parai music. They had a
memorable summer camp
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PAINTING CLASS
Drawing is a platform to
express ideas and creativity
without words. Yatra children
had a drawing class every
afternoon this month. They
learnt and experienced the art
of drawing and made their
summer vacation useful.

YATRA KALAIYARANGAM

CRAFT CLASS

Yatra team spent some beautiful
moments during a kalaiyarangam
session at Yatra with an inspiring
movie titled “ Sila Nerangalil Sila
Manithargal”. We were all moved by
the movie and we shared our thoughts
at the end.

Children during craft class make
beautiful crafts. They explore ways of
creating the craft of their imagination.
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DANCE CLASS
Classical Bharatanatyam
Dance classes are conducted
every Sunday 9.30 to 11.30
am at Yatra. About 20
students attended and learned
passionately. We wish them
all the best for their future
endeavours.
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